While constraining the speculation in Time Warp ( T W ) 
Introduction
Time Warp ( T W ) [a] adopts an optimistic approach to execute simulation events. As t,he T W mechanism does not enforce strict time-ordered event execution, it can lead to excessive rollback overheads [3] . A throttling scheme aims to better match the parallelism exposed by the T W mechanism with the parallelism exploited a t run time through dynamic control of T W optimism. While promoting speculation in T W increases the rollback risk, constraining speculation reduces the opportunity for parallel events processing. This indicates the existence of an optimal point for the simulator to attain the best performance. This paper is based on an analytic performance framework presented in [8] . The proposed model considers processor idle time, communication overhead, costs of state-saving, global virtual time (GVT) computation and cascading rollback. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summaries the throttled T W algorithm developed earlier. Section 3 addresses our time analysis of throttled T W , and identifies an optimized speculation for T W mechanism. We model the elapsed time using three time components, namely, computation time, communication time and processor idle time, where the idle time is caused by insufficient executable events and the delay in G V T computation. By aggregating the effect of these components, we determine the optimal speculation. Section 4 analyzes the sensitivity of the performance model with respect t o the degree of speculation, and validates the proposed analytical model against the experimental performance result. Lastly, section 5 contains our concluding remarks.
Overview of Throttling Mechanism
anism consists of (see figure l a ) :
Our adaptive event-based parallelism throttle mechglobal process window -to characterize the simulation progress of each logical process (LP) hysteresis band -to smooth the fluctuation of local virtual time (LVT) advancement event regulator -to regulate event execution, i.e., to accelerate the slow LPs, and suspend the LVT advancement in fast LPs.
The details of the throttling mechanism are described in [7] . Briefly, we let LVT, denote the local virtual time of LP;, and LPTi denote the local progress time of L P ; , i.e., the minimum of the LVTi and the timestamp of each transitional message sent by LPi. 
Characterization of GVT Interval
Let U be the number of events processed when one message is sent across an LP, and d the diameter (or the longest path) of the LP interconnection (refer to figure   2 ). The number of LPs on the longest path is d -1. In our analytical model U = 2, i.e., a message will generate an arrival event and departure event on each LP visit.
Suppose LP, is the first LP, and LPb the last LP on the diameter. As the diameter increases, LPb event execution will be delayed. Consequently, the deviation of state indices in LP, and LPb is increased. Assume c events are executed during each inter-LP transmission, and u events during each LP visit, the total number of events executed for the duration in traversing thk
Let G7Tunthrottled and GTTthrottled be the GVT interval used in the unthrottled T W and throttled T W respectively. For the unthrottled T W , we assume that GVT computation is performed after a constant number of events is executed and not rolled back. More sophisticated algorithms on deciding when to calculate G V T can be modeled. It follows that
where W is a pre-assigned value.
In throttled T W , LPs falling in the fast zone will be suspended and therefore GVT computation will not be activated. For other LPs, a G V T computation is 
h In the following_derivations, GTT represents
GVTunthroltled or GVTthrottled interchangeably depending on the type of T W scheme used.
Characterization of Elapsed Time
We include processor idle time in our formulation so as to predict performance under varying workload condition, thereby to determine the optimal performance. Let ETotal be the total number of (true and false) events executed, EA,.,. the total number of (true and false) arrival events, and ED^^ the total number of (true and false) departure events.
Computation Time (Tcp)
Let L)+ be the expected number of undone events caused by a straggler, and D, be the expected number of undone events caused by the n-th wave of antimessage, 1 < n < 1 where 1 is the last wave of antimessage', X and p be the arrival rate and service rate respectively, and Np be the number of events executed by an LP and p be the number of LPs. As the ex- 
Let GTotal denote the total number of GVT computations performed during the simulation run. .4s the total number of true and false events executed is ETotal, we use the approximation where G T T is denoted by equations (1) or (2) for the unthrottled T W and throttled T W simulation respectively. Let L P T denote the local progress time of an LP.
We define LPT = min(LVT, T S ( M ) ) , where T S ( M )
is the smallest timestamp of all the transiting messages sent by the LP. In this performance model, we assume that a coordinator is used in GVT computation, and the GVT protocol consists of four phases:
1.
2.

3.
4.
An LP after advancing its LVT beyond hu, will send a request for GVT signal to the coordinator.
If the request signals from a majority (> 50%) of LPs in the slow and hysteresis zones have been received, the GVT coordinator broadcasts a request for LPT signal t o all LPs. Otherwise the coordinator waits until more than 50% of the request signals have been received.
Whenever the request for LPT signal is received in an LP, the LP will report its LPT t o the G V T coordinator.
After all the L P T s have been received, the G V T coordinator computes the minimum, and broadcasts the new G V T to all LPs.
As for each LP, the GVT computation procedure incurs two transmissions and two receptions, the over-
head (refer to figure 3) incurred in communication is
It follows that the conimunication overhead due to
By adding equations (4) and (7), we have
Processor Idle Time (Tid)
We abstract the processor idle time by two coniponents: (i) the delay due to G V T computation ( T g ) , and (ii) the time wasted due to insufficient executable event,s (T,E,).
GVT Computation Delay
Before a GVT computation is activated, the coordinator has t o wait for the request for G V T signals sent by a majority of LPs positioned on the slow and hysteresis zones. This delay corresponds t o the processing time used in executing 50% of the events in the interval [GVT, hu), and saving their states. Using equation (2) and considering the expected rollback distances for each processed event, the delay caused by one GVT computation is Using equat,ion (5), the total number of G V T computation performed is By multiplying the number of GVT computations (equation (10) ) and the delay time caused by each GVT computation (equation (9) 
Insufficient 13xecutable Events
We model the duration wasted due to insufficient executable events based on the opportunity cost incurred by decreased optimism. As the number of LPs falling in the slow and fast zones of the global progress window is gradually reduced by the parallelism throttle, the number of events available for parallel processing will ultimately converge t o f(d) x T . Let T," denote the degree of throttled parallelism (or the number of events available for parallel execution) a t steady state for an LP interconnection configuration of diameter d and a spread ratio r , We have Adding equations (11) Finally, the elapsed time of T W simulator is computed as follows:
Optimized Degree of Parallelism
The knee performance can be determined by the trade-off between the number of processors and their lost opportunity cost. Our heuristic begins by first minimizing the lost opportunity cost in equation (16), i.e., we ensure that the number of executable events is at least equal to the number of processors, through increasing the optimism. By equating T& = 0 in equation (14), we have A = l , i.e., (17) r L -P f (4 Next, we reduce the rollback cost by constraining the optimism (reducing the spread ratio r ) . It follows from equation (17) that the tzme-optimizedspread ratio is
Equation (18) shows that the best performance of T W does not happen when the LVT advancement is strzctly in-pace ( r = 0) or when there is no rollback.
This characteristic conforms to the empirical results reported in [6] . 
Model Validation and Performance
We use heterogeneous examples t o highlight the improved performance due t o the parallelism throttle, and use homogeneous examples to validate the performance model. Parallel simulation experiments were conducted on a Fujitsu AP3000 distributed-memory parallel computer. Other T W schemes such as using a static window size is analyzed in [9] . are required by the PVM to allocate memory space for send and receive buffers, Tb has a higher value as compared to the other measurements. Transmission time ( T t ) is obtained using a Ping-Pong program (sending null messages between 2 LPs) over 1000 iterations. In cases where the parallel simulator has not been implemented and the computer is not available, we can estimate the parameters from the existing sequential or similar parallel simulators and machine specifications. Performance figures presented below have been averaged over five replicated simulation runs.
Application Examples
Exponential distribution is assumed for arrival time and service time. Homogeneous examples consists of For the n x n torus network, the diameter is d = n due to the feedback connection. The routing on the homogeneous torus network is uniformly distributed on the four directions. Heterogeneous examples are also used to compare the measured elapsed time of the two T W schemes but the predicted timings are left as future work. The first heterogeneous example is the linear pipeline consisting of 6 service stations. The mean interarrival time used is 20 seconds, and the service time of the ith server has a mean of 100 x 5i-1 seconds. Since the LVT is advanced after an arrival or departure event is executed, LVT advancement in each L P is faster than its predecessor on the pipeline. As a result, this set of service times produces excessive rollbacks during the simulation run.
The second heterogeneous example is the 4 x 4 torus network but with the mean service time at each node set to & x (4 x i + j ) second, where i 2 1 is the row index and j 2 1 is the column index. As the event routing is uniformly distributed on the east and south directions where the mean service times are increasing, the number of rollbacks increases.
We first estimate the optimal value of r for each application example by empirical approach. Later, we will compare the optimal values obtained by experiments with the predicted values for homogeneous systems. For each example we run the T W simulator with step increment in r , and use the divide-and-conquer technique to improve the accuracy of r on the prospective interval. Figure 4 indicates knee performance at r x 0.75 for homogeneous MIN, r x 0.7375 for homogeneous torus, r x 0.5 for heterogeneous linear pipeline, and r x 0.6 for heterogeneous torus. The performance of throttled T W is more sensitive to the value of r , which is the optimism allowed, for heterogeneous applications. The upper bound (k,,,) of event execution acceleration (refer to figure lb) is adapted empirically based on the number of unprocessed events in each LP so that the number of events executed in each throttle cycle does not exceed the number of events available for processing. Based on experimental results, we have k,,, = 11 for the homogeneous 8 x 8 MIN, k,,, = 14 for the homogeneous 4 x 4 torus network, k,,, = 8 for the heterogeneous pipeline, and k,,, = 12 for the heterogeneous 4 x 4 torus network. is the service time, along the network is of increasing order. However, this can be controlled when the parallelism throttle is used to level the LVT advancement. On the average, the rollback count of the experiments is reduced by 66.8 % for the heterogeneous pipeline, and 34.8 % for the heterogeneous torus network. Figures 5 and 6 show the reduction in measured elapsed time when the parallelism throttle is used in T W simulation. Similar to the trend observed in rollback count,s, unthrottled T W produces an abrupt growth in elapsed time when the duration of simulation is increased, but the growth is almost linear when the throttling scheme is used. cides with the knee determined by empirical approach (refer to figure 4 ). Figure 8 shows the elapsed time of throttled T W scheme using r = 0.75. On the average, the predicted elapsed time deviates 6% from the measured value for throttled T W . 
Effectiveness of Parallelism Throttle on Heterogeneous Examples
Scheme on Homogeneous Examples
Conclusions
The performance of T W scheme is greatly affected by the amount of speculation allowed in the simulator. In the worst case, the unbounded optimism can adversely degrade performance as CPU cycles are wasted in executing events which are out of sequence, and in performing rollback recovering. Throttling schemes reported in the literature have suggested regulation of speculation and advancement of LVTs. In this paper, we proposed an analytical model for analyzing the performance of throttled T W . The proposed model coilsiders a homogeneous system and calculates coniputation, communication and processor idle times. The model provides (i) a practical framework for predicting the performance of throttled T W simulators and (ii) a tool to determine the optimal degree of speculation in throttle-based T W simulations. As for heterogeneous systems, numerical methods can be used t o approximate the performance measure.
Our analysis using the analytical framework show that (i) Throttling is an efficient method t o reduce the elapsed time in certain TW-based parallel simulations.
(ii) The best elapsed time is neither obtained by a completely in-pace LVT advancement (no causality error), nor by a completely uncontrolled T W . Instead, a controlled degree of causality error is desirable in achieving optimal performance. Hence, the importance of adaptive throttling becomes apparent.
